For an efficient analysis of magnetization, a partial-implicit solution method is improved using an assembled domain structure model with six-domain mesoscopic particles exhibiting pinning-type hysteresis. The quantitative analysis of non-oriented silicon steel succeeds in predicting the stress dependence of hysteresis loss with computation times greatly reduced by using the improved partial-implicit method. The effect of cell division along the thickness direction is also evaluated.
I. INTRODUCTION
The magnetic degradation of core materials through mechanical stress [1] [2] [3] has been intensively studied recently because of the deterioration in motor performance it causes. However, measuring the stress-dependent property under arbitrary combinations of magnetization and stress directions is difficult in practice. Physical model of magnetization [4] [5] [6] [7] is accordingly required to predict the stress-dependent magnetic property from minimal magnetic measurements. The assembled-domain structure model (ADSM) 7, 8 is one such model that includes the magneto-mechanical interaction and the effects of pinning 8, 9 in the crystal-grain scale. Being a multiscale model, the macroscopic magnetization is constructed by assembling mesoscopic unit cells. For non-oriented (NO) silicon steel, the ADSM successfully predicts the increase in hysteresis loss arising from compressive stress. 9 In NO silicon steel, the multiple-grain structure is observed along the normal direction (ND) (or sheet-thickness direction), where surface magnetic poles affect the magnetic-domain behavior. To reveal the effect of surface poles on the magnetization property of a core material, the multiple-grain structure has to be represented by the ADSM having cell division along the ND. However, further cell division incurs large computational costs.
To accelerate the energy-minimization process for the ADSM, a partial-implicit scheme was proposed, 10 where the Jacobian matrix is reduced to a block-diagonal matrix to avoid full matrix inversions. This partial-implicit scheme revealed the magnetization transition observed in a giant magneto-impedance thin-film element by configuring an assembly of two-domain mesoscopic cells based on the induced uniaxial anisotropy of the thin film. To treat the cubic anisotropy, the analysis of silicon steel requires six-domain mesoscopic cells, which increases the size of the diagonal blocks in the Jacobian matrix and consequently requires extensive computations to execute the partial implicit scheme. In addition, an efficient loss analysis requires the pinning field to be included in the partialimplicit scheme. This paper improves the partial-implicit scheme for the ADSM using six domain cells that exhibit pinning-type hysteresis. An analysis of the stress-dependent loss in silicon steel is given demonstrating the efficiency of the improved scheme. The effect of cell division along the ND is also evaluated. 
II. PARTIAL-IMPLICIT SCHEME FOR ADSM WITH PINNING FIELD

A. ADSM
The ADSM is constructed by assembling mesoscopic cells called simplified domain structure models (SDSMs) (Fig. 1) . Depending on whether the anisotropy is unidirectional or cubic, each cell of the SDSM has two or six domains. The analysis of silicon steel requires six-domain cells, 7 where the magnetization state in each cell is represented by the volume ratios r i and the magnetization vectors m i = (sinθ i cosφ i , sinθ i sinφ i , cosθ i ) (i = 1,. . . , 6). The variable vector in a cell j is denoted x j = (θ 1,j , . . . , θ 6,j , φ 1,j , . . . , φ 6,j , r 1,j , . . . , r 5,j ) where r 6,j = 1 r 1,j . . . r 5,j . The magnetization state is determined by finding a set of variable vectors x j ( j = 1, 2, . . . ) that gives a local minimum for the total magnetic energy e comprising contributions from, for example, the Zeeman energy, crystalline anisotropy energy, magnetostatic energy, and magnetoelastic energy.
The local minimization of e is achieved by solving the ordinary differential equations (ODEs) given by dX dt
where 
B. Partial-implicit scheme
To solve stiff ODEs, the forward Euler method often induces numerical instability unless a very small time-step is used. An implicit scheme such as the backward Euler method is effective for the stable time-marching. The implicit time-integration of (1) requires the Hessian matrix ∂ 2 e/∂X 2 in the Jacobian Matrix. However, the Hessian matrix becomes dense because of the magneto-static dipole-dipole interaction between all cells. When the number of cells is large, the calculation of such matrices requires large computation times because the nonlinear solution by the Newton-Raphson (NR) iteration needs to invert the Jacobian matrix including the Hessian matrix.
The partial-implicit scheme 10 partitions the magnetostatic field h( j) in cell j into a near field h stin ( j) and far field h stex ( j), where h stin ( j) and h stex ( j) are generated by cell j and by the other cells, respectively. The far field is temporally integrated by an explicit scheme whereas the near field is processed by an implicit scheme. The partial-implicit time integration scheme is written as
where ∆t is the time-step and n is the time-index; F is decomposed as F(X) = F im (X) + F ex (X); h stex is included in F ex , and all the other terms of F are included in F im . The nonlinear equation (2) for (X, Y) is solved using the NR method. The Jacobian matrix J XY used in the NR iteration is block diagonal consisting of cell blocks given as
FIG. 1. ADSM: (a) mesoscopic two-domain particle, (b) mesoscopic six-domain particle, and (c) assembly of mesoscopic particles.
where j is the cell number and 1 is the 17 × 17 unit matrix. The NR iteration is performed cell-by-cell.
To avoid the inversion of the 34 × 34 matrix (4), this paper presents a method to reduce the matrix size. By substituting Y n+1 = (X n+1 -X n ) / ∆t into the second equation of (2), Y n+1 can be eliminated,
The partial-implicit scheme proceeds by solving Eq. (5) with the NR method cell-by-cell, where the size of the matrix consisting of the block-diagonal Jacobian matrix is reduced to 17 × 17 as
C. Pinning field
In the presence of pinning sites, the pinning field h p is additionally required cell by cell to change the volume ratio r j,i in a cell j involved in the domain wall motion. 8 The energy minimization procedure uses terms of ∂e/∂r j,i to decrease e by changing r j,i . To include the pinning effect, the pinning energy e p in every cell is added to e, where ∂e p /∂r j,i is the pinning field h p in cell j. In other words, the effective field ∂e p /∂r j,i represents the force of friction acting on the domain wall. The pinning field caused by the wall motion of domain i in cell j is given as h p = h p (2r j,i 1). Thus,
where S is a hysteretic function described by the stop model. 8, 9 Terms ∂e p /∂φ j,i and ∂e p /∂θ j,i are set to zero. The stop model 12 specifies
where N s is the number of stop hysterons and g n is the single-valued function called the shape function. The stop hysteron s n (m) is given as
where (m 0 , s n 0 ) is the values of (m, s n ) at the previous time point, and η n is a positive constant giving the height of the n-th stop hysteron. The shape functions g n are identified from the MH loops generated by the pinning model.
The term in Eq. (8) is included in F im (X), which requires the derivative of ∂S(m)/∂m to calculate ∂ 2 e p /∂r j,i 2 , specifically,
III. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
A. Speed-up by partial-implicit method
For simulations of the magnetization of a NO silicon steel sheet, the anisotropy constant for cubic anisotropy is K = 3.8 × 10 4 J/m 3 , the magnetostriction constants are λ 100 = 2.7 × 10 5 , λ 111 = 1.0 × 10 5 , which are typical values for 2-3 % Si-Fe, 4,13 and µ 0 M S = 2.2 T. The density function of pinning sites is given by a Gaussian distribution.
The procedure begins by first dividing the rolling direction (RD), transverse direction (TD), and ND into 8 × 8 × 1 cells, where the unit cell dimension ratio is 1: 1: 10 4 and the crystal orientations in the 64 cells are randomly distributed. Figure 2 compares the simulated MH loops and computation time using the explicit and partial-implicit schemes. The computation times were taken for a magnetization sequence of µ 0 M = 0 T (demagnetized) → 1.7 T → 1.7 T with 120 steps.
The partial-implicit scheme obtains almost the same MH loops as the explicit scheme. The explicit scheme often leads to numerical instability if the time-step is more than 0.01. The partial-implicit scheme achieves a stable energy minimization with time-step 0.3. As a result the partial-implicit scheme can greatly reduce computation times with and without the compressive mechanical stress [see Fig. 2(b) ].
B. Cell division along normal direction
To examine the effect of cell division along the ND, the RD, TD, and ND are divided into 8 × 1 × 8 cells. The stress dependent magnetic property of steel sheet was measured with a stressloading single sheet tester, 14 where a strip sample was attached with a glass epoxy plate to prevent buckling; one end of the sample was fixed and the other end was pushed/pulled mechanically. Every measurement was performed once per measuring condition because our preliminary check under several conditions showed that the reproducibility of stress-dependent measurement was almost as good as the stress-free measurement. From the simulated hysteresis loss with and without mechanical stress along the RD (Fig. 3) , the loss increase under compressive stresses is quantitatively predicted by the ADSM, where the compressive stress suppresses the development of magnetic domains having magnetizations nearly parallel to the stress direction and hence increases the pinning field. 9 From the dependence of hysteresis loss on the applied stress along the RD (Fig. 4) , the division along the ND does not greatly affect the loss. This is probably because the demagnetizing field along the ND is too large for surface magnetic poles to appear in the simulation. The mesoscopic modeling using the average magnetization should be improved to examine the effect of surface poles.
IV. CONCLUSION
For ADSM, the partial-implicit method greatly reduced computation times in the magnetization analysis, thereby enabling a large-scale analysis with cell division along the ND. The accuracy of magnetization analysis may be improved by more detailed modeling including local magnetomechanical interactions 4 and surface charges.
